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                                                           NCERT SOLUTION 

Answer the following questions: [To be written in copy] 

Q1.  Who were the parties involved in the ‘tripartite struggle’? 

Ans. The parties involved in the tripartite struggle were Gurjara - Pratihara, 
Rashtrakuta, and Pala dynasties. 

Q2. What were the qualifications necessary to become a member of a committee of 
the sabha in the Chola Empire? 
Ans. The  qualifications necessary to become a member of a committee of the sabha 
in the Chola Empire were- 

1. All those who wish to become members of the sabha should be owners of the 
land from which land, revenue is collected. 

2. They should have their own homes. 
3. They should be between 35 and 70 years of age. 
4. They should have knowledge of the Vedas. 
5. They should be well-versed in administrative matters and honest in all dealings. 
6. If anyone has been a member of any committee in the last three years, he 

cannot become a member of another committee. 
7. Anyone who has not submitted his accounts, as well as those of his relatives, 

cannot contest the elections. 

Q3. What were the two major cities under the control of the Chahamanas? 

Ans. Delhi and Ajmer were the two cities under control of the Chahamanas. 

Q4. How did the Rashtrakutas become powerful?  

Ans.i) Rashtrakutas were initially subordinate to the Chalukyas of Karnataka.  
ii)In the mid-8th century, chief of Rashtrakuta Dantidurga overthrew his Chalukya 
overlord and performed a ritual called hiranya-garbha which gave him the title of 
Kshatriya even if he was not one by birth. 
iii) When they gained power and wealth, they declared themselves independent from 
their overlords. They fought with Gurjara-Pratihara and Pala dynasties fought for 
control over Kanauj to demonstrate their power. This is how they rose to power. 
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Q5. What did the new dynasties do to gain acceptance? 

Ans.  The new dynasties gained power and wealth. Thereafter they declared 
themselves to be maha-samantas or mahamandaleshwara. Many of such kings 
adopted high sounding titles like maharaja-adhiraja or tribhuvana-chakravartin. They 
also deputed learned brahmanas to depict them as valiant, victorious warriors. Their 
activities were recorded in Prashastis. They tried to demonstrate their power and 
resources by building large temples. 

 

Q6. What kind of irrigation works were developed in the Tamil Nadu? 

Ans. Large scale cultivation was developed in Tamil Nadu and in many cases artificial 
irrigation became necessary. A variety of methods were used: 
1.Wells were dug to collect water. 

2.Huge tanks were constructed to collect rainwater 
3.Canals were constructed to carry water to the fields. 

4.Sluice gates were built to regulate the outflow of water from a tank. 

 

 

Q7. What were the activities associated with Chola temples? 

Ans. Splendid temples and bronze sculptures of the Cholas: 

1. Chola temples were centres of craft production. 
2. Chola temples were not only the place of worship but also were the centre of 

social,cultural and economic activity. 
3. The produce of this land went to maintain all the specialists who worked at the 

temple and very often lived near it. 
4. They included priests, garland makers, cooks, sweepers, musicians, dancers, etc. 
5. Amongst the crafts associated with temples, the making of bronze images was 

the most important. 

 

 

Extra Questions: 

Q1. Define the following : 

Ans. Prashasti - Prashastis were the details depicting the rule and personality of the 
rulers 

Ur-The settlements of peasants were called as ‘ur’. 

Nadu-The larger units of the groups of ‘ur’ were called ‘nadu’. 

Brahmadeya- The land gifted to Brahmans was called as ‘brahmadeya’. 



Nagaram- ‘Nagarams’ were the association of traders 

Sabha- An assembly of prominent Brahmans that looked after brahmadeya was called 
‘sabha’. 

 

Q2. What was the system of election of committee members for Sabha? 

Ans. The Sabha had separate committees to manage the works of irrigation and other 
works of gardens, temples, etc. The members of each committee were elected 
through a strict process. Names of eligible candidates were written on small tickets of 
palm leaf. The tickets were put into an earthenware pot. A young boy was asked to 
take out the tickets one by one for each committee. 
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TIMEINE

7th Century New Dynasties

Mid 8th Century Rise of Rashtrakutas

997 – 1030 AD Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni ruled

985 AD Chola Ruler Raja Raja 1 became the King

1168 – 1192 AD Rule of Chahamana ruler Prithviraja III

1191 AD Prithviraj III defeated Muhammad Ghori

1192 AD Sultan defeated the Chahmanas

Middle of 9th

Century
Cholas captured the deltas from the Muttaraiyar


